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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major resources of Texas is its state parks system. 

About twenty-seven years ago, the system was developed to an adequate 

level thro\igh the assistance of the Civilian Conservation Corps, the 

National Youth Administration, the Iforks Project Administration, and 

the National Park Service. Since that time, however. Improvements and 

expansion of the system have not paralleled the surging Increase in 

the demand for outdoor recreation. As a result, the present "Texas 

State Parks System is badly out of date."*^ 

The decline of the paries system did not occ\ir unnoticsd. In I960, 

after repeated attempts, the Texas State Parks Board arranged for a 

preliminary study of the system's dilapidated condition by the Texas 

Research League. A priBsary z*ecc»iBQendation of the League was that 

"paric acquisition, development, intez*pretation, and maintenance . . . 

be based on a oarefully drawn, Icmg-range pOLan."^ The League further 

recommended that the plan be compiled by the Department of Horticulture 

and Pazic Management of Texas Technological College,^ 

The recommendation was effected in 1961 when the Texas Legislature 

^exas Research League, Texas State Parks: Blueprint for Re
building a Major Resource (Austin: Texas Research League, 1961), p. 1. 

^Ibid.. p. IV. 

^Ibid., p. 10. 



authorized the Parks Boaard to make a two-year interagency contract 

with Texas Technological College for the purpose of developing the 

plan. Although work on the plan was centered in the Department of 

Horticulture and Park Management,^ the Departments of History and 

Biology provided the assistance needed in rendering the plan compre

hensive. 

To accomplish the assigned task, the Departments, in September, 

1961, established the Texas State Parks Research CosBiittee. The Com

mittee was composed of five graduate student research assistants, each 

of whom had received undergraduate training in one of the following 

fields: park management, landscape architecture, forestry, biology, 

and history. The author, representing the profession of forestry, was 

a member of this group. Pirofessors of the aforementioned departments 

and visiting consultants directed the Committee in its preparation of 

the comprehensive, thirty-seven year plan. 

On March 15, 1963, the Committee presented an audio-visual report 

of its two-year study to the Texas State Paries Board and thirty-nine 

members of the Texas Legislatui^. An official written report, to be 

published in Septeaiber, 1963, was planned for presentation at a later 

date. The problem dealt with in this thesis was a direct result of the 

Committee's findings and recoiiBnendations. 

^Ih Septenfljor, I963, the name of the Department will becOTie 
"Department of Paric Administration, Horticulture, and Entomology." 



Purpose and Scope of the Thesis 

A principal finding of the Texas State Paries Research Committee 

was that many of the factors necessary for the preparation of a long-

range state park plan are presently indeterminable. Inconsistent and 

unsound methods of collecting basic data concerning attendance at state 

parks, present and future recreational desires of the public, and simi

lar items were found to be prevalent. Basic research concerning such 

factors as the recreational capacity of an acre, the amount of native 

type land required in state parks, and similar basic components were 

discovered to be completely lacking.^ 

In showing the effects of these inaccurate or deficient data on 

park system planning, the Committee cautioned that its proposals re

garding future land acquisition and development be recognized as "ex

pert opinions" rather than positive goals. It suggested that the 

recommendations concerning the rates of acquisition and development, 

as well as the ultimate extent of acquisition and development, be re

appraised at least every two to four years in the light of improved 

data." The Committee did not have time to outline a detailed method 

of reappraisal. 

^Texas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and Pari: 
Management, "Texas State Parks: A General Report of Functions, Space 
Requirements and Policies for the Future" (unpublished manuscript, 
1963), PP- 6-7. This report will be published in September, I963. 
Page numbers referred to in this and following citations are from the 
manuscript from which type is to be set. 

^Ibid., p. 17. 



ConsidsratiMi of haw the reappraisal might be effected led the 

author to conclude that should the Texas State Paries Systsm adopt an 

annual policy of detennining its acquisition and development needs, 

the essential reappraisal data would be collected during the course of 

each year throtigh necessity. A scientific approach to the determina

tion process would assure that the accuracy of the data was improved 

each year and that the parks system was not acquiring or developing 

more land than it needed. Because standard, scientific budgeting pro

cesses sntail a yearly detemdnation of needs and costs, the author 

decided that a method of controlling the yearly acquisition and devel

opment budgets for Texas State Parks would provide the necessary data 

for the CoDmittee's reappraisal recommendation and, at the same time, 

would keep the paries system from over acquiring and over developing 

park land. 

The purpose of this thesis, therefore, was to determine a practi

cal method of controlling the yearly acquisiti^i and developmoit budg

ets of the proposed Texas State Parks System. The scope of the thesis 

was limited to a consideration of the problems that were encountered 

in devising the control method. The intricate relationships that exist 

among many of the factors that influence the acquisition and develop

ment budgets were discussed only Mihen such was essential to a clear 

understanding of the control method. The various ways of collecting 

the data that would be needed to solve the control method fonmilae 

were excliided from the thesis. 



Review of Literature 

An investigation of books, periodicals, and professional Journals 

concerning park and recreation administration disclosed no methods of 

controlling state park acquisition and development budgets. Likewise, 

an examination of annual reports and long-range, comprehensive plans 

of various state park systems failed to uncover any specific control 

methods. 

Evidence that some park systems base their development planning 

on visitor surveys was discovered in a few of the annual reports stud

ied, but a positive indication of development control was commonly 

lacking. Most of the visitor surveys that were mentioned in the re

ports were used to determine where the visitors were from, how long 

they stayed in the parks, and what they would like improved about the 

parks.7 In addition to surveys, one park system was found to be me^ 

ticulously collecting attendsince data according to the kind of facility 

used, "niis particular report stated that the statistics, and future 

estimates thereof, were essential to planning.° Another report stated 

that similar statistics were used to justify acquisition and 

^Missouri State Park Board, I960 Annual Report of the Missouri 
State Park Board (Jefferson City: Missouri State Paric Board, I960), 
pp. 2-3. 

8lndiana Department of Conservation, 42nd Annual Report of the 
Division of State Parks for the Fiscal Year Qiding June 30. I960 
(Indianapolis: Indiana Department of Conservation, I960), p. 67 
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development programs.^ A method of utilising the statistics, however, 

was not explained in either report. 

A majority of the long-range state paric system plans that were 

studied emphasized the possible inaccuracy of the acquisition and de

velopment proposals contained within. The plans stipulated that after 

five or six years, "the decision to move ahead . . . must be weighed 

Gainfully," or that the plan needed "continuous review," or that the 

plan should be periodically reappraised in the light of past experi

ences and studies of future needs.-^^ 

The many vague recommendations concerning control that were re

vealed by a 8\irvey of short-range plans can be summarized by the 

following quotation: 

. . . recreation areas and facilities should be maintained in 
sufficient number to accommodate public use . . . without over
crowding. Existing areas and facilities should be improved and 
expanded whenever this is feasible . . . .^ 

Completely ignored was a method for initiating the Implied control. 

After obtaining negative results from the park and recreation 

^California Department of Conservation, Program for Cstlifornia' s 
Beaches and Paries (Sacramento: State of California, 1961), p. 6. 

lOlbid.. pp. 5, 10; Hawaii Territorial Planning Office, A Terri
torial Parks System for Hawaii (n.p.: Territorial Planning Office, 
Jsmuaiy, 1959), p. 22; Michigan Department of Conservation, State 
Parks of Michigan (n.p.: Michigan Department of Conservation, 1957), 
p. 24. 

llEdwards, Kelcey and Beck, Consulting Qigineers, An Inventory 
and Plan for Development of the Natural Resources of Massachusetts, 
Pt. II of Public Outdoor Recreation (2 pts.: Boston; Department of 
Natural Resources, 1957), p. 53. 



literature review, the author turned to an analysis of budgetary 

control procedures used by general business. Although various methods 

of budgetary control were presented in the textbook and survey stud

ied,^ the specific methods were not directly related to the thesis 

problem. The basic principles upon which the methods were based, how

ever, provided clues as to how the problem might be solved. 

Definition of Terms 

Proposed Texas State Parks System 

Kind of paries 

The parks system proposed by the Texas State Parks Research Com

mittee consisted of four park classifications: recreation parks, 

scenic parks, historic parks, and historic sites, ^ Criteria for each 

were placed in Appendix A of this thesis. 

Size of system 

The ultimate extent of the system for Texas was suggested as 

435,000 acres, which included the 62,000 acres currently within the 

system. Of the 435,000 acres, 100,000 acres were allotted to scenic 

parks, historic parks, and historic sites. The remaining 335,000 acres 

^Walter Rautenstrauch and Raymond Villers, Budgetary Control 
(New York: Punk and Wagnalls Co., 1950); Bernard H. Sord and 
Glenn A. Welsch, Business Budgeting: A Survey of Management Planning 
and Control Practices (New Yo3:4e: Controllership Foundation, 1958). 

13Texas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and 
Park Management, "Texas State Parks," p. 4. 
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were assigned to recreation parks. Approximately 67,000 acres of the 

total acreage were suggested for development for active recreational 

uses. The 268,000 acre residual was to remain, or be made, native in 

character for contemplative and scenic purposes.^ 

Attainment of system 

Of prime concern to the Committee was the rates at which the 

recoonnended acreage should be acquired and developed. TABLE 1 pre

sents the Cwmnittee's suggestions as to how much land might be ac

quired and developed during each biennium until 1999. As stated in 

Purpose and Scope, however, the Committee's recommendations concerning 

the ultimate extent and rates of acquisition and development were 

probable goals and not definite ones. It sanctioned stringent control 

of the goals. 

Organization of system 

Because the Texas Research League had devised a satisfactory or

ganizational structure for the parks system through its investigation 

in i960, the Committee merely studied and endorsed the League's pro

posal. A simplified form of the League's recommended organizational 

chairt for the parks system was designated Figure 1. The League's 

proposed regional organization was illustrated by Figure 2. 

^Ibld.. pp. 8-9. 



TABLE 1 

TEXAS STATE PARKS SYSTEM LAND ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT 
RATES (IN ACRES) FOR THE BIENNIAL PERIODS 1963-1999, 

INCLUSIVE, AS RECOMMENDED BY THE TEXAS STATE 
PARKS RESEARCH COMMITTEE* 

Biennial Period 

1963-1965 

1965-1967 

1967-1969 

1969-1971 

1971-1973 

1973-1975 

1975-1977 

1977-1979 

1979-1981 

1981-1983 

1983-1985 

1985-1987 

1987-1989 

1989-1991 

1991-1993 

1993-1995 

1995-1997 

1997-1999 

Acquisition Rate 
(Acres) 

. . 

50,000 

40,000 

50,000 

50,000 

50,000 

40,000 

30,000 

30,000 

20,000 

10,000 

5,000 

5,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

Development Rate 
(Acres) 

1,100 

1,500 

3,000 

4,000 

4,000 

4,000 

5,000 

5,000 

5,000 

5,000 

5,000 

5,000 

4,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

•Source: Texas Technological College, Department of Horticulture 
and Park Management, "Texas State Parks," p. 16. 
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Fig. 2.—Regional Doundarieo of the Texas State Paries ^jrstem as 
proposed by the Texas He8e€u:*ch League. (Source: Texas Resefiirch 
League, Texas State Parka, pp. 6-7.) 
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Acquisition 

Acquisition was defined as the act of gaining the use of a prop

erty by lease, license, or similar term conveyance, or of obtaining 

the absolute title of a property by purchase or by gift. 

Acquisition Budget 

In this thesis, acquisition budget referred to the total yearly 

allotment of funds needed for land acquisition by region and for the 

proposed Texas State Parks Systran as a i^ole. 

Development Budget 

Development budget referred to the total yearly allotment of 

funds needed for the development of state park facilities by park, by 

region, and for the entire system. 

Control 

Control was defined as a process of gathering facts and figures 

that would be useful to determine acquisition and development needs 

and of using the determined needs for better planning and more ef

ficient operation.-^5 

15Sord and Welsch, Business Budgeting, p. 331. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The review of park and recreation literature, although failing 

to disclose methods of controlling yearly acquisition and development 

budgets of stats parks, revealed that a definite need for such ceaitrol 

exists. Pronged by this evidence, and especially by the emphasis 

placed on control by the Texas State Paries Research Coomittee, the au

thor took the initiative to originate a method of controlling the 

yearly acquisition and development budgets of the proposed Texas State 

Parks System. The following procedure was detsnnined to be a reason

able means for devising the control method. 

Determining a Method of Controlling the Yearly 
Acquisition Budget of a Proposed 

Texas State Parks System 

The first stsp that was taken in developing a method of control

ling the yearly acquisition budget of the pz*oposed Texas State Parks 

System was to determine the component and influential factors of the 

concerned budget. This determination was acccmplished by answering 

the following series of questions: (l) i4iat basic factors would be 

needed to determine the overall extent of the acquisition budget; 

(2) what factors would Influence or be needed to determine the value 

of the resulting basic factors; (3) >riiat factors would influence or be 

needed to determine the value of the factors discovered by solving the 

second question, and so on until answers significant to the composition 

13 
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of a control method were no longer obtained. The resulting factors 

were tabulated according to the directness of their relationship to 

the budget. 

The next step in the procedure was to isolate those factors of 

which the acquisition budget is a function. The selection was com

pleted by deliberating, from a mathematical viewpoint, the relation

ships that exist among the various factors. Ths problem was to 

determine which of the factors could be expressed numerically, and of 

those that could be, which could be arranged to produce fonmilae that, 

when solved, would yield a controlled acquisition budget. The propo

sition to be completed was: "the acquisition budget is a function of 

what independent variables?" 

After the Independent variables were chosen, the third process 

was to organise the variables into a series of formulae that would 

best describe a control method. Accepted principles of mathematical 

notation were used as much as possible in the selection of symbols 

for the variables. 

Three criteria, common to most budgetary control procedures, were 

followed in deriving the formulae that were to compose the control 

method. The first stated that the control method should be based upon 

a measurable public demand factor.•'•" The second required that all 

managerial levels within the paries system organization—central, re

gional, and individual pazies—should have a definite role in the 

^^Rautenstrauch and Villers, Budgetary Control, pp. 68-69. 
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control process.^7 ^he third stipulated that, although arbitrary 

Judgment decisions are necessary in any control method, they shoiild be 

kept to a minimum and that, irtien made, should be based upon long-range 

plans and, if applicable to the decision, upon the results of accurate 

surveys, predictions, research findings, or similar data.^^ 

The final step in the procedure was that of evaluating the charac

teristics of the fonmilated control method and selected formula factors 

that appeared to need individual consideration. 

Determining a Method of Controlling the Yearly 
DeveloTsnent Budget of a Proposed 

Texas State Parks System 

The same procedure as that described in the preceding section was 

used to devise a method of controlling the yearly development budget 

of the proposed Texas State Parks Systsm. 

Slii*> PP» 18-19, 25; Sord and Welsch, Business Budgeting, 
I^. 25-2S7335-347. 

^Rautenstrauch and Villers, Budgetary Control, pp. 63, 77. 



CHAPTER III 

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Component and Influential Factors of the 
Yearly Acquisition Budget 

Tabulation of Factors 

The factors that were resolved to be components of, or to have 

an influence on, the yearly aoqulsltlon budget were recorded in 

TABLE 2. Because the table was designed to exhibit only those factors 

that were considered pertinent to the determination of a control meth

od, it does not contain all the lateral factors that possibly could be 

related to the acqxilsltion budget. 

The column headings of the table were labeled to correspond with 

the series of questions described in METHODS AND PROCEDURES (see p. 13). 

The factors listed beneath each heading constitute the answer to the 

question indicated by the heading title. The order of the question 

series provided an automatic grouping of the factors according to the 

directness of their relationship to the budget. The table reads hori

zontally from left to right. 

Discussion of Factors 

The purpose of the following discussion was to clarify the re

lationships shown in TABLE 2 and to complete step two of the procedure. 

All component factors listed in the table, except cost of the yearly 

land need, were derived from the Texas State Parks Research Committee's 

16 
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TABLE 2 

COMPONENT AND INFLUENTIAL FACTORS OF THE YEARLY ACQUISITION BUDGET 

Question 
One 

total 
amount 
of land 
needed per 
year for 
acquisition 

Question 
Two 

amount of land 
needed per year 
for development 
expansion in 
recreation parks 

amoiint of land 
needed per year 
for the 
undeveloped 
portion of 
recreation parks 

amount of land 
needed per year 
for historic and 
scenic 
preservation 

additional 
ajnount of land 
needed per year 

Question 
Three 

attendance at 
state parks 

attendance capacity 
of an acre 

acreage currently 
available for 
development 
expansion in 
recreation parks 

developed to 
undeveloped 
acreage ratio 

Question 
Four 

recreation demand'-

other recreation 
development'"-

type of land""-

length of season-̂ '-

standards of 
facility design-'-

type of land""-

standards of the 
system-'̂ " 

public opinion-' 

cost of the 
yearly land 
need 

location-"-
norraal increases 
in land value-" type of land"'̂  

market value of 
land needed-"-

competion for land"- alternate use-"-

land quality-"- kind of park?'-

fluctuations in 
land value-"-

local, state, and 
national economics--

kind of title 
conveyance-5̂  

•̂ -̂Influential factors 
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general report on the proposed long-range plan for the Texas State 

Paiges System. Unless otherwise noted in the discussion, the influen

tial factors were determined by the author. 

Component factors 

The definition of the yearly acqtdsitlon budget indicated that 

the budget was composed of two basic factors: total amount of land 

needed per year for acquisition and cost of the yearly land need. All 

other factors were found to be related to these two. 

Cost of the yearly land need 

Although the market value of a particular property would be influ

enced by the factors listed in TABLE 2 opposite market value of the 

land needed, the influential factors could not be used to determine 

the actual cost of a property. The actual cost of a particular prop

erty to the state, disregarding condemnation proceedings, would be 

equal to the value (price) placed on the property by its owner. Hence, 

cost of the yearly land need was defined as being equal to the sum of 

the actual prices of the individual properties cited for acquisition 

during the year. As a result of the definition, it was concluded that 

cost of the yearly land need was an independent component factor of 

the yearly acquisition budget. 

Total amotint of land needed per year for acquisition 

In contrast to the preceding factor, the component factor toteuL 

amount of land needed per year for acquisition, as shown in TABLE 2, 

was foimd to be dependent upon four other component factors. Two of 
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these were shown to be independent, and two were shown to be dependent 

upon other component factors. Each factor will be discussed separate

ly below. 

Amount of land needed per year for develoqaent expansion in rec

reation narks.—^The division of recreation pai^ acreage into two parts 

was necessltatsd by ths converse fonos of recreation provided by each 

portion. The developed portion was reportsd to offer active types of 

recreation. Seme of the active types of recreation, such as camping 

and picnicking, require the use of facilities, while others, such as 

swidning, foster rather large concentrations of peopls on small areas. 

Duo to these characteristics of active types of recreation, park plan

ners have found it convenient to devise general acreage design stand

ards that state how much land is needed by a park visitor, or group of 

park visitors, for the enjoyment of the various active types of recre

ation. For example, the acreage design standard for camping has been 

stated as one-fourth acre per campsite, or four campsites per acre. 

It was reasoned that If an established acreage design standard 

for a certain kind of facility was noiltiplled by the average number of 

people that normally use that facility at one time, the average n\mjber 

of people that could be accommodated on an acre of land developed for 

that facility would be determined. Furthermore, if the total number 

of people that were using that kind of facility in a park was divided 

by the nimdser of people that could be accommodated on an acre of land 

developed for that facility as determined above, the number of acres 

required in the park for the development of the facility would result. 
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Thus, the author concluded that this mathematical relationship could 

be used to determine the amount of land needed for development expan

sion in recreation parks. 

However, only the basic principle of the relationship was deemed 

useful. It was found that the established acreage design standards 

for various facilities had been devised arbitrarily. Although the 

standards account for the park visitor*8 comfort, they do not con

sider the biological and geophysical characteristics of a particiolar 

site. According to the acreage design standard for camping, four 

campsites could be established on any acre of park land regardless of 

whether the acre could sustain the resulting visitor usage. The au

thor decided that such standards could not be used in a control method 

that was to be designed to promote an efficiently operating parks sys

tem. A more accurate standard had to be found. 

The general report of the Texas State Parks Research Coannittee 

stated that acreage requirements for the development of various kinds 

of facilities could be accurately determined by relating a particular 

facility's attendance to what was called the facility's attendance 

capacity of an acre,-9 An accurate meas\irement of attendance for vari

ous kinds of facilities was reasoned to present no insurmo\nitable prob

lems when the devised control method was implemented, but the attendance 

capacity of an acre, a rather new concept, warranted further 

•'-n'exas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and 
Park Management, "Texas State Parks," pp. 7-9. 
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investigation. If an accurate value for the factor was indeterminable, 

the factor, like the preceding one, had no place in the formulated 

control method. Fortunately, it was found that a value could be de-

teimlned. 

"Carrying eapaeity of an acre," as the factor was called in the 

report investigated, was declared to be dependent upon the biological 

characteristics of a site, as well as acreage design standards. A 

determination of the factor's value was said to be influenced, prima

rily, by the type of land, the kind of facility, and the length of the 

park visitation season. As used in the report, type of land referred 

to soil and vegetative-cover types. The term, interchangeable with 

land type, was given the same meaning in this thesis. 

An exact method for determining the attendance capacity of an 

acre for different kinds of facilities in different land types and 

for different visitation season lengths was not defined in the report, 

but a possible means was suggested. The method proffered was a system

atic observation of the changes in land appearance that might occur at 

various parks in different land types when varying combinations of 

facilities and vlsitati<Hi season lengths were eaqperienced.̂ ^ 

After the foregoing findings were deliberated, the author con-

eluded that attendance at state parks and attendance capacity of an 

acre were two component factors of the amount of land needed per year 

^^S. T. Dana, Research in Forest Recreation (Washington: 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, April, 1957), 
pp. 22-23. 
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for development expansion in recreation parks. It was decided that 

the gross amount of land needed per year for acquisition for develop

ment expansion in recreation parks could be resolved by the proper 

manipulation of current and estimated attendance data and values for 

the attendance capacity of an acre. In turn, the net acreage needed 

per year for acquisition could be determined by deducting, from the 

gross need, the acreage currently available for developnent exp)ansion 

in recreation parks. 

Amount of land needed per year for the undeveloped portion of 

recreation parks.-—Contrasted to the active types of recreation offer

ed in the developed portion of state recreation parks were found the 

passive or ccmtemplative types of recreation offered by the undevelop

ed portion of these parks.^"^ Because these passive types of recre

ation generally were noted to require no facilities and the acreage 

requirements for the enjoyment of the beauty of a scene or the feeling 

of being alone were resolved to be unknown, ̂^ it was decided that un

developed acreage needs woiild have to be based on factors other than 

attendance and attendance capacity of an acre. In order to keep the 

resulting control method aligned as closely as possible with the pro

posed long-range plan for the Texas State Pai4cs System, the author 

elected to follow the pattern used in the plan for determining the 

2lTexas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and 
Park Management, "Texas State Parks,'' p. 8. 

^ E . J. Urbanovsky, Speech to the American Society of Landscape 
Architects Convention, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, June 25, 1963. 
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amount of land needed for the undeveloped portion of recreation parks. 

For reasons similar to those mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 

the Texas State Parks Research Committee, in its report, intimated 

that laxdevelopsd acreage needs could bo reasonably dsteimined by de

vising a ratio between tmdeveloped and developed acreage needs.^^ 

Such a ratio would maintain a relationship, even though indirect, be

tween undeveloped acreage needs and a measurable public demand factor 

(attendance). This kind of relati<mshlp was previously defined as 

being most desirable in any control method. 

Although the general report of the Committee presented a fixed 

ratio between the developed and undeveloped acreage needs, a later 

CciBBittee report on individual park planning clarified the true nature 

of the ratio by stating that the ratio could vary according to land 

type (vegetative cover type) when applied to individual situations. 

Aeeording to the report, ths ratio coixld be smaller in densely vege

tated areas than in areas of sparse vegetative cover,^ Similarly, 

the ratio could be smaller in areas that have undulating topography 

than in areas that have even topography. This variable nature was as

signed to the ratio factor shown in TABLE 2. 

A deliberation of the preceding data res\ilted in the conclusion 

^^Texas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and 
Park Management, "Texas Stats Parks," pp. 4, 9. 

2^oxas Technological College, Department of Horticulture and 
Park Management, "Suggested Master Plan for a Proposed Town Bluff 
State Reereatlon Pax^ at Dam 'B' Reservoir, Neches River Basin, Town 
Bliiff, Texas." Unpublished report, January, 1963. 
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that the developed to undeveloped acreage ratio factor was an inde

pendent component factor of the acquisition budget. This meant that 

the total effect of the factors influencing the ratio would be re

solved, by judgment and measurement, into a definite number that coxild 

be entei»ed into a formulated control method. V/hen the amount of land 

needed for development expansion in recreation parks was imiltiplied by 

the number, the total amount of land needed for the developed and \m-

developed portions of recreation parks would be obtained. 

Amount of land needed per year for historic and scenic preserva

tion.—A consideration of the criteria for historic and scenic parks 

(see Appendix A) revealed that the yearly acreage requirements for 

those parks could not be related to a measurable public demand factor 

either directly or indirectly. Because the criteria specified that no 

two of the parks should pz^eserve the same unusual or significantly 

characteristic feature, the author reasoned that an increase in attend

ance at a park preserving one feature could not be construed to indi

cate the feasibility of acquiring a park that would preserve a 

completely different feature. Thus, the use of attendance as a basis 

for determining yearly acreage requirements for historic and scenic 

preservation was overruled. 

Since the primary purpose of scenic and historic paries was stated 

as being the preservation of the state's outstanding scenic and cul

tural features, the author concluded that the yearly amount of land 

needed for historic and scenic preservation could best be determined 

by properly qualified consultants or personnel of the parks system. 
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These experts would be more aware than the general public of tirtiat 

features were worthy of preservation and of the danger of those fea

tures being destroyed. As was reported in the proposed long-range 

plan for the Texas State Parks System, the unique features in Texas 

need prompt acquisition before destruction or spoliation.^5 Hence, 

the yearly acquisition rate of the features was designated a judg

ment deelslon and was plaeed in TABLE 2 as an independent component 

factor of the yearly acquisition budget. 

Additional amount of land needed per year.—If a control method 

was assembled from the information thus far deliberated and put into 

effect, the resulting yearly acquislticai budget would provide only 

enough land eaeh year to accosimodate the yearly increase in paric vis

itation and to preserve ceHaln unique features. Although the control 

method »s prim© purpose of providing a yearly determination of land 

needs based on public demand would be rea3J.zed, the method wo\xLd have 

no value in fulfilling short and l<mg-range plans, which is another 

function of control. Thus, it wo\ild seem that such a control method 

would constitute only a partial answer to the overall problem. 

As shown in TABLE 1, the proposed long-range plan for the Texas 

State Barics ̂ rstem reconnended that most of the state park land, which 

was estimated to be needed by the year 20CX), be acquired during the 

first fifteen years of the thirty-seven year period covered by the 

^^Tsxas Technologloal College, Department of Horticulture and 
Paric Management, "Texas State Paries," p. 10. 
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plan. The recommendation was made to assure that the park land would 

be obtained before it was preempted by other uses and while present 

land prices were reasonable as compared to probable future prices for 

the same land unit.*^ In order to incoirporate the expediency of this 

suggestion into the control method, and thus render the method siiit-

able for the accomplishment of the long-range plan, the author devised 

the independent component factor entitled additional amount of land 

needed per year. This additional acquisition factor was considered to 

be a judgment decision. 

Because of the nature of the additional acquisition factor, the 

author realized that injudicious use of the factor could destroy any 

semblance of control in the method that was finally devised. Most con

trol processes, however, were found to contain similar factors and for 

this reason, effective control was often said to be directly dependent 

upon "alert and capable management."^' It was found that "no control 

system yet developed has been so skillfully designed as to eliminate 

the necessity for the presence of superior executive talent in every 

major . . . decision."*° 

After deliberating these findings and the inherent nature of the 

concerned factor, the author concluded that the responsibility of de

ciding the numerical value of the factor should probably be given to 

26ibid., p. 17, 

'̂''Sord and Welsch, Business Budgeting, p. 322. 

^Ibld. 
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the Board of Directors of the state paries system. ̂^ A judicious 

decision ooneexning the factor's value could be made after carefully 

weighing the econcHnic influential factors shown in TABLE 2 and the 

trend in needed acquisition which could be obtained from the primary 

part of the devised control method. 

Influential factory 

During the course of the preceding deliberations, the author no

ticed that the influential factors shown in TABUS 2 were more vital to 

the operation of the control method than to the derivation of it. 

Since the effect of the influential factors on the attendance capacity 

of an acre and the developed to undeveloped acreage ratio was noted 

previously, it seemed that a cursory examination of the other influen

tial factors was warranted in this section. 

A consideration of the influential factor entitled recreation de

mand, which is related to attendance at state parks, revealed that 

because z*ecreatl<»i demand was a causal agent of attendance at stats 

paries, attendance was a measure of the demand for the types of recre

ation offered in state paries. The importance of this relationship was 

that it proved attendance to be a direct reflection of a public demand 

factor. As stated before, control should be based on a measuarable 

public demand factor; hence, accurate attendance measurements were 

considered to be a sound basis for the control method determined. 

^^. M. Gosdin (Superintendent of Grounds Maintenance, Texas 
Technological College) to P. E. Schlimper, interview, July 12, I963. 
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Knowledge of the second influential factor relating to attendance 

at state paries, other recreation development, was important in the 

centred method TtAiea estimates of yearly attendance to a particular 

state perk were being made. If it was known that a new recreation 

development was to be opened in the immediate vicinity of a park dur

ing the ecming year, the supposed effect of this new development on 

the wqjocted yearly attendance at the established paric should be ac

counted for by adjusting the paric's attendance estimate. 

The influential factors related to cost of the yearly land need 

were previously shown to be valuable aids in deciding the extent of 

the yearly additltmal acquisition factor. The author reasoned that if 

such factors as normal increases in land value, land competition, and 

current fluctuations in land value were resolved for each park region 

and for specific areas within each region, the central office of the 

paries systsm could assign a different additional acquisition factor to 

each region, possibly every year, depending upon where the state wo\jld 

get the best return for its land investment dollar that particular 

year. Of course, these "best return" considerations should be made 

oaly smong reglcms esdilbitizig similar demand characteristics. The 

factors were also resolved to be valuable for establishing the esti

mated cost of laxkd needs in the event that the prices of certain prop

erties were not fixed at the time that preparation of the acquisition 

budget was begun. 
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Independent Variables of the Yearly 
Acquisition Budget 

Throughout the "Discussion of Factors,'' certain of the factors 

shown in TABLE 2 were concluded to be independent coo^nent factors of 

the yearly acquisition budget. In each case it was shown that they 

had achieved this distinction because they either numerically reflect

ed the value of their corresponding influential factors or were needed 

for the solution of a land need amount or both, or were independent 

factors in themselves. The factors thus named or variations of them 

were designated the independent variables of the yearly acquisition 

budget. Grouped in the order of their appearance in the discussion, 

they wer^s cost of the yearly land need, attendance at state parks, 

attendance capacity of an acre, developed to undeveloped acreage ratio, 

amount of land needed per year for historic and scenic preservation, 

and additional amount of land needed per year. 

Method of Controlling the Yearly 
Acquisition Budget 

After defining the independent variables of the acquisition budg

et, completion of the thiini and last steps of the procedure was under

taken. In keeping with the first criterion for the formulated control 

method, which was stated in METHODS AND PROCEDURES, attendance at 

state parks was selected as the basis for control. The second crite

rion was realized by placing the devised series of control formulae 

into three groups according to the managerial levels within the pro

posed Texas State Parks ^ t e m organization at which the formulae 
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should be solved. The third criterion was heeded by keeping the 

judgment decisions in the method to a minimum and by assigning the re

sponsibility for making the necessary decisions to the higher levels 

of management \ihere the overall interests of the parks system would be 

known and where the required survey and research data would probably be 

processed. 

The noted influence of various land types, for example, pine for

est, plains, oak forest, etc., on the attendance capacity of an acre, 

the developed to undeveloped acreage ratio, and the cost of land made 

it necessary to qualify the factors used in the control method by land 

type. The different acreage capacity design standards for the differ

ent facilities found in state parks and the intention of devising a 

control method that would give evidence of ajny demand changes required 

that the factors also be qualified by facility type in the early 

stages of the control process. 

In formulating the control method, the author decided to let: 

^hllk "̂  developed acreage needed for acquisition for the 

coming year for facility k in park j in land type i in 
region h 

^hi "̂  total acreage needed for acquisition during the coming 
year in land type 1 in region h 

^hi ~ ^^'^ ®^ *^® acreage needed for acquisition during the 
coming year in land type 1 in regicm h 

where: 

h « one to m different state park regions 

1 « one to n different land types 

j «= one to o different state parks 

file:///ihere
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k = one to p different kinds of facilities 

Control Process at the Park Level 

Formulated Method 

(Al) Xi^j, = (Vhl.1lc - Chl.11c) ̂  (<̂ hl,1k - Vhillc) . 

^ere: 

^hljk "̂  ̂ '̂̂ ^ *^ previously defined 

^hljk ~ actual attendance for current year for facility k in 
park j in land type 1 in region h 

^ j k "̂  current paric capacity for facility k in park j in land 
type i in region h 

^hljk "̂  estimated attendance for coming year for facility k in 
park j in land type 1 in region h 

*̂ ik ~ attendance capacity of an acre for facility k in land 
type 1 

Xj^jj^ = undeveloped acreage available for development expan
sion of facility k in park j in land type i in region h 

Discussion 

Formula Al was placed at the park level to give each paric manager 

an active part in the control process. It was discovered that if some 

of the responsibility for control was delegated to the lower managerial 

levels, the personnel at these levels would strive to collect accurate

ly the basic data needed for control and would make earnest efforts to 

render the c<mtrol process effective.30 Another reason for assigning 

30sord and Welsch, Business Budgeting, pp. 339-341. 
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the fonmola's solution to the park managers was that they would know 

better than anyone in the organization the attendance characteristics 

of their paries. The author decided that with proper training, they 

could make the most accurate estimates of yearly paric attendance. 

Still another reason for placing the formula at the paric level was 

that all the values needed to solve the fonmila, with the exception of 

Ciicj probably would be determined by the park managers since they 

would collect the data that would be necessary to assign the compo

nent values. The value of ĉ ĵ , as implied in the preceding deliber

ations, would be determined by the research division of the paries 

system. 

It was evident that all the factors shown in the formula, except 

x^jjj, would have to be e3q>ressed in the same \mit, that is, either 

visitor-days per year, visitors per day, or some similar unit. After 

the problem of expressing the factor values was considered, the au

thor concluded that a day basis unit probably would be the most con

venient. The conclusion was supported by noting that the primary 

purpose of acquiring park land is to provide enough land to accommo

date the people visiting the parks on an average, heavy-use day. The 

feasibility of ixsing a day basis was further supported by the obser

vations that attendance data wotild be collected on a day basis and the 

calculation of a park's current capacity (Cj^ijk) would be simpler on a 

day basis. 

Formula Al was designed to correct autcmiatically any inacc\u^te 

estimates made in an immediately preceding year's acreage detennination 
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by the incorporation of the factor combination (Vĵ ĵ jĵ  - Cĵ ĵ ĵ̂ ). For 

example, if the actual attendance at a park (Vjjjj^) ̂ ^^ larger than 

the paric «s actual capacity (Chijk) ^ a specific year, the factor 

combination would yield a positive value which would indicate that the 

past year's expected visitation increase was low. When this positive 

value was added to the expected visitation increase for the coming 

year (v̂ ijic ~ ^hijk)> "̂ ^̂  inaccurate estimate that was made the past 

year would be compensated. If the actual attendance at a pai^ was 

smaller than the paric's actual capacity in a specific year, the factor 

combination would operate in a reverse fashion. 

Since the divisional part of the formula was noticed to yield 

only the amount of land needed for development expansion, the factor 

x^jj^ was originated and made to combine with the result of the divi

sion in order to obtain the actual amount of land that would be needed 

for acquisition for development expansion. The dependent variable of 

the formula cotild result in a plus, zero, or minus value depending upon 

whether the particular park did not have enough land for development 

expansion, had just enough land for development expansion, or had more 

than enough land for development expansion. 

As indicated, the formula should be solved for each kind of fa

cility in each park in the system. The factors were qiialified by a 

land type subscript to acco\int for the possibility that one park coiild 

contain two or more different land types. Upon completion of the for

mula, the results would be reported to the regional offices. 
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Control Process at the Regional Level 

Fonmilated Method 

After receiving the values of the factor X^ijk* ^he regional per

sonnel would compute: 

(A2) ^ Xhijk 

which is the developed acreage needed for acquisition during the coming 

year in land type 1 in region h; 

(A3) Yhi « [(fk Xj^kXdhi) -̂  8hi] Fhi 

where: 

Thi ^ total acreage needed for acquisition during the 
coming year in land type i in region h 

fk ^hljk ~ same as previously defined 

dhi « developed to undeveloped acreage ratio factor for 
land type i in region h 

^hi ~ acreage needed for standard service facilities in 
land type i in region h 

^hi ^ additional acquisition factor for land type i in 
region h 

After formula A3 was completed, the next step in the control pro

cess was defined as the selection of various parcels of land within 

each region and within the specified land type iirtiose acreage simi would 

equal Yjj^. The cost of acquiring each parcel that was selected was 

then to be ascertained. These parcel costs would be summed according 

to land type 1 and region h to yield 

(A4) Zhi 

which is the cost of the total acreage needed for acquisition during 

the coming year in land type 1 in region h. 
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To determine the cost of the total acreage needed for acquisition 

during the coming year in region h, the summations 

(A5) fZhi+bh 

would be calculated, where bĵ  is the cost of the acreage needed for 

scenic and historic preservation during the coming year in region h. 

Discussion 

Despite the number of control formulae grouped at this managerial 

level, the primary function of the regional offices in the control pro

cess was resolved to be that of locating and pricing the various par

cels of land that would make up the value of Y^j^ and that would be 

suggested for acquisition. In accomplishing this task, the author as

sumed that the regions would work closely with the fiscal office of 

the parks system and also with the paric managers, who should know 

about the availability and price of land in their particular locale. 

As indicated by the formula factors, most of the Infoxmatlon 

needed to solve the formulae at this level, except costs, would be re

ported to the regions by the park managers or by the central office. 

With reference to fonnula A3, previous deliberations, which were re

ported in "Discussion of Factors," revealed that the value of the fac

tor designated d^ should be determined by the research division of 

the parks system. The value of the factor sj^ would be determined 

solely from data in the acreage need reports of the park managers un

less a new park was being opened. In the event that a new paric was 

being opened, part of the factor *s value would be composed of data 

taken from acreage need reports given to the region by the central 
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planning division. The term standard service facilities included such 

facilities as roads, trails, visitor centers, and interpretive dis

plays. The author reasoned that since the determination of the acre

age needed for these facilities would necessarily be controlled by the 

result of formula Al, an actual demand control basis was not needed 

for them. 

The determination of a value for factor F^i, as was previously 

shown, was designated a possible function for the Board of Directors 

of the parks system. Hence, it would be relayed to the region by the 

central office. Its position in the formulated control method showed 

clearly the importance of using the factor prudently. 

Like surmnatlon A2, simmations A4 and A5 were devised to show how 

the data that was collected should be grouped. The author decided 

that the value of the factor designated bji probably would be deter

mined by the regional office, but the actual location of the various 

scenic and historic areas needed for acquisition in any one year would 

be ascertained by the interpretive planning division of the state parks 

system. 

After the cost of the total acreage needed for acquisition during 

the coming year was determined for each region, the regions were sched

uled to report its value and that of Yĵ ĵ  to the central office. 

Control Process at the Central Level 

Formulated Method 

Upon receiving the two values mentioned above, the central office 
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personnel would compute the summations: 

(̂ )̂ W ^hi 

Tdiich is the total acreage needed for acquisition during the coming 

year for the proposed Texas State Parks Systsmj and 

(A7) g Zhi 

which is the cost of the total acreage needed for acquisition during 

the coming year for the proposed Texas State Parks System. 

Discussion 

The intricate pattern of the control method required that the 

varied activities of the central level in the control process be indi

cated sporadically throughout the preceding discussion. Because the 

functions would be difficult to understand if taken out of the context, 

they were not repeated in this subsection. 

The sunmations designated A6 and A7 would yield the overall acqui

sition need for the parks system for the coming year. T M s acquisition 

need was not considered the acquisition budget that would be presented 

to the legislature, but rather the acquisition budget defined at the 

beginning of this thesis. The author realised that the actual acqui

sition budget request could be less than what was reportedly needed. 

It was noted, however, that the request should not be more than the 

rei>orted need. If it was, the purpose of the devised method would be 

defeated. 
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Component and Influential Factors of the 
Yearly Develorment Budget 

A procedure Identical to the one outlined for determining a meth

od of controlling the yearly acqtilsition budget of the proposed Texas 

State Parks System was followed in determining a method of controlling 

the yearly development budget. Because the two budgets were based on 

essentially the same oompcaient and influential factors, the presenta

tion of the development budget control method was simplified consid

erably. For continuity and clarity, the section and subsection 

headings used to present the method of controlling the yearly acqui-

siti^d budgst were retained for presenting the method of controlling 

the yearly development budget. 

Tabulation of Factors 

The factors that were resolved to be a component of, or to have 

an influence on, the yearly development budget were listed in TABLE 3. 

The table's design was made to parallel that of TABLE 2. 

Discussion of Factors 

Component factors 

The definition of the yearly development budget, like that of the 

yearly acquisition budget, indicated that the budget was composed of 

two basic factors: total number of facilities needed for development 

per year and cost of the yearly facility need. All the other factors, 

as shown in TABLE 3, were related to these two. 
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TABLE 3 

COMPONENT AND INFLUENTIAL FACTORS OF THE 
YEARLY DE7EL0FMEMT BUDGET 

D 
E 
V 
£ 
L 
0 
P 
M 
£ 
N 
T 

B 
U 
D 
G 
E 
T 

Question 
One 

total 
number of 
facilities 
needed per 
year for 
development 

cost of the 
yearly 
faelUty 
need 

Question 
Two 

aznount of land 
needed for 
developnent 
expansion 

faelllty 
capacity 
of an acre 

unit cost of 
the facilities 

Question 
Three 

attendance at 
state parks 

attendance 
capacity 
of an acre 

labor costs 

material costs 

transportation 
costs 

Question 
Four 

recreation demand* 

other recreation 
development-^ 

type of land* 

length of season**' 

standards of facility 
design*^ 

location of paric* 

kind of facility* 

quality of facility* 

kind of facility* 

location of park* 

*2hfluentlal factors 
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Cost of the yearly facility need 

A deliberation of this basic factor led to the conclusion that 

the cost of the yearly facility need could be determined by multiply

ing the total number of facilities needed for development per year by 

the unit cost of the facilities. The value of the unit cost, as shown 

in TABLE 3, was considered to be made up of the component factors en

titled labor costs, which included the cost of site preparation for 

the facility development; material costs; and transportation costs. 

Since the numerical value of unit cost would indicate the effect of 

the related component factors, unit cost was designated an independent 

cocqponent factor. The author concluded that when used in the control 

method, its value would have to be estimated. The actual unit cost of 

any particular facility would be deteimined through the standard pub

lic bid process used by the state. Because the call for bids could 

not be issued by the parks system imtil its budget was approved, ac

tual costs could hardly be shown in the budget. 

Total number of facilities needed per year for development 

When the component factors of this basic factor were recorded in 

the table, the author noticed that all of them, except facility capac

ity of an acre, had been recorded previously in TABLE 2. The author 

also noticed that the divisional part of the yearly acquisition budget 

control formula Al yielded the amount of land needed per year for de

velopment expansion (see p. 33 )• During the con^ilation of TABLE 3, 

it was decided that by multiplying the nimiber of acres needed per year 

for development expansion by the facility capacity of an acre, which 
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is attendance capacity of an acre expressed in terms of facility \mlts, 

the total number of facilities needed for development per year could 

be determined. Thus, the author concluded that by combining the basic 

control formula devised for the acquisition budget with the independ

ent component factor facility capacity of an acre, the basic control 

formula for the development budget would be obtained. The combination 

made the development budget dependent upon the measurable public de

mand factor of attendance just as the acquisition budget was. This 

eliminated the necessity of collecting different sets of data in order 

to determine the two budgets. 

Influential factors 

Because the influential factors related to attendance at state 

parks and attendance capacity of an acre were examined when the method 

of controlling the acquisition budget was devised (see pp. 27-28), re

consideration of them was not necessary in this part of the investiga

tion. 

An examination of the component factors related to the unit cost 

of the facilities revealed that they were primarily influenced by the 

kind of facility being developed and the location of the paric in which 

the development would occur. This discovery suggested that the formu

lated control method should place the estimation of facility develop

ment costs at ths park level. The discovery also indicated that 

separate cost estimates would have to be made for each kind of facility. 

Further deliberation concerning the influence of park location on 

development cost disclosed that the type of land being developed would 

file:///mlts
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have a bearing on the cost. The author knew from experience that park 

road construction particularly would vary with land type. It seemed 

that the development cost of picnicking and camping facilities, too, 

would vary with land type because of labor costs for land clearing and 

the cost differences among the various types of construction materials 

required in diffsrent land types. From these deliberations, the au

thor concluded that the factors used in the determined control method 

should be qualified by land type as well as kind of facility and spe

cific state park. 

Independent Variables of the Yearly 
Development Budiget 

The independent coo^nent factors or variations of them which 

were resolved to be independent variables of the yearly development 

budget were: unit cost of various facilities, attendance at state 

paries, attendance capacity of an acre, and facility capacity of an 

acre. 

Method of Controlling the Yearly 
DsveloTment Budget 

The criteria for the formulated control method, which were spe

cified in METHODS AND PROCEDURES, were fulfilled in devising this con

trol method in the same way that they were in formulating the 

acquisition budget control method. A similar scheme of mathematical 

notation was also used. 

In formulating a method of controlling the yearly development 
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budget, the author decided to let: 

^hljk ~ acreage needed for development expansion during the 
coming year for facility k in park j in land type i 
in region h 

^hljk ~ number of facility k units needed for development 
during the coming year in park j in land type i in 
region h 

^hijk °̂  ̂ ^"^ ^^ facility k units needed for development during 
the coming year in park j in land tjrpe 1 in region h 

where: 

h = one to m different state park regions 

1 = one to n different land types 

j = one to o different state parks 

k 5= one to p different kinds of facilities 

Control Process at the Park Level 

Formulated method 

CDl) A.... - (̂ hi.1k • Chi.ik) -̂  ( V l k - Vhijk) 

where: 

^hljk *° ®®^® *^ previously defined 

^hijk "̂  actual attendance for current year for facility k in 
paric j in land type 1 in region h 

^hijk = current park capacity for facility k in park j in land 
type 1 in region h 

^hl1k "̂  estimated attendance for coming year for facility k in 
park j in land type 1 in region h 

°ik ~ attendance capacity of an acre for facility k in land 
type 1 
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(^2) Uj^ijj^ = (Aj^^jj^) uj^jj^ 

where: 

Ujj^j^ = same as previously defined 

^hijk "̂  ̂ ame as previously defined 

^hijk ~ facility capacity of an acre for facility k in park j 
in land type 1 in region h 

(^^ \ijk ^ (Uj^jk) wjiijk 

where: 

^hijk " ^^^® ^^ previously defined 

^ijk ~ same as previously defined 

'̂̂ hljk =" ̂ "̂̂ * cos* of facility k in paric j in land type i in 
region h 

Discussion 

Because the independent variables of formula Dl had been discussed 

previously (see pp. 32-33), repetition of the discussion was not con

sidered necessary. The noticeable difference between this formula and 

formula Al used in the aoqulsltlon budget control method was that the 

symbol for the dependent variable was changed and the factor entitled 

undeveloped acreage available for development expansion of facility k 

in park j in land type 1 in region h (xj^ijk) was eliminated. The fac

tor ^ 4 4^ was taken out of the formula so that the solution of the for

mula would yield the acreage needed for development e3q)anslon instead 

of the developed acreage needed for acquisition. This change in result

ant values, of course, necessitated changing the dependent variable's 

symbol. 
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Although the factor ^J^^J^ was removed from the formula, it was 

not cast aside. After formula Dl was solved, the value of Aĵ ĵî  was 

to be compared with the value of x^jk* ^^ *h® comparison showed that 

park j did not have acreage available for the esqpansion of facility k, 

the fact was to be reported to the regional office. The region, in 

turn, would report the deficiency to the operations division at the 

central office. The personnel there would decide whether the defi

ciency was serious eno\igh to cause the opening of a new paric in the 

reporting region or to warrant the expansion of the park reporting the 

land shortage. A positive res\ilt from the comparison of Aj^j^ to 

^ijk was a basis for the park managers to complete formulae D2 and P3. 

The characteristics of facility costs, which were noted previous

ly, required that independent development cost estimates be made for 

each park and for each facility in each park. This being the case, 

the author assigned the cost estimate determinations to the park level. 

It was reasoned that the estimates would be made by the park manager 

and would be subject to review by the regional office. Once the park 

manager had calculated the number of each kind of facility that was 

needed for development in his park (formula D2), he would multiply the 

number by the approved unit cost estimates (wj^^jk) ^^ obtain the ex

tent of his development budget (formula 1)3). It was decided that by 

keeping the development budget detennination at the park level, each 

park manager, after the overall system development budget was approved, 

would have a detailed plan of operations for the coming year. The re

sults of formulae D2 and D3 were scheduled to be reported to the re

gional office. 
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Control Process at the Regional Level 

Formulated method 

The regional office personnel would first coiapute the summation 

(^) i Uhljk 

which would yield the number of units of facility k needed for de

velopment during the coming year in park j in region h. 

The next process would be to calculate the summation 

(1̂ 5) jk ̂ hljk + f Sj^j 

which would result in the cost of all facilities needed for developmert 

during the coming year in land type 1 in region h (WjJi), 

where: 

S ^hijk ~ <5o®* of all attendance related facilities needed 
for development during the coming year in land 
type 1 in region h 

? Sj^j = cost of standard service facilities needed for de-
"^ velopment during the coming year in land type i in 

regicm h 

The final summation at the regional level would be 

(D6) fwgi 

which is the cost of all facilities needed for development during the 
coming year in region h. 

Discussion 

Although one function of the regional office, that of reviewing 

the cost estimates made by the paric managers, was stated in the pre

ceding discussion, the regional offices' primary function was desig

nated as detennining the cost of the standard service facilities needed 
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In each paric* !nie determination of the quantity of standard service 

facilities was resolved to be a function of ths central planning dlvi-

slcn, but the cost determination ai^peared to be more reasonable placed 

at the regional Xinrsl. This decision resulted from the observation 

that the reglmial personnel would be more aware of the cost peculiari

ties in their regions than would be the personnel of the central office 

and would have better access to information concerning the cost of such 

items as roads and buildings than the park managers would have. In 

addition to the regional offices being better suited to estiroats the 

factor Sjj^, the factor was assigned to the regional level to ass\ire 

that the regional offices would review the developawit need determina

tions of each park in the particular region. 

As previdaely stated, the calciilatlon of the quantity of standard 

service facilities needed in each paric was designated a function of 

the central planning division. The designation was supported by the 

reasoning that the planning division would draw the actual layout 

plans for the needed facility developm^Rtt in each park. Thus, during 

the course of draiwing the plans, the amount of road that would be 

needed in a park as a result of its reported development expansion 

need, the number of restrooms that would be needed for the reported 

campsite need, and similar standard sexnrlce facility needs would be 

determined. 

It seemed obvious, however, that before the planning division 

oo\LLd ccmpose development Isyouts for each park, the personnel would 

have to know the needs of each paric« Formula D4 was devised to supply 
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the needed information. The regional office would solve the formula, 

report the results to the planning division, and receive a report on 

the quantity of standard service facilities needed in each paric as in

dicated l̂ y the number of facility units needed. The cost of the stand

ard service facilities was then to be estimated and the solution to 

formula D^ completed. The results of formula D6 would be reported to 

the central office. 

Control Process at the Central Level 

Formulated method 

The central office personnel would complete the expression 

(D7) iwgi 

Which is the cost of all facilities needed for development during the 

coming year in the proposed Texas State Paries System. 

Discussion 

Since there were no major judgment decisions in the formulated 

method of controlling the development budget, the central level was 

not as visibly engaged in the process as it was in the acquisition 

budget control process. When this stage of the formulation was com

pleted, the author found that the extent of development was controlled 

essentially l^ the attendance basis. Hence, the central level was 

genersUy regarded as a cost consultant for the lower levels and as an 

examiner of the cost determinations. 

The only formulated control process assigned to the central level 

was the sunination D7. The resultant cost was concluded to be the 
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overall development budget. Similar to the case of the acquisition 

budget, this formula was designed to yield the cost of development 

need. Detennining the extent of the budget that would be presented to 

the legislature was deemed the major task of the central office and a 

problem not within the scope of this thesis. The decision solved by 

this control method was ths upper limit of the budget. As before, it 

was concluded that although the budget presented to the legislature 

could be less than the determined cost, it should not exceed the de-

texmination. The entire control effort would be worthless if the 

determined needs were exceeded. Ideally, the budget presented to the 

legislature should be the budget detezminsd by a method of control. 

;.; :•"'-;-CLOQ/c/jî  "-oiirrr 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

The evidence and rationale presented in this thesis have demon

strated that the resulting formulated control process would be a sound 

method for controlling the yearly acquisition and development budgets 

of the proposed Texas State Parks System. It has been shown that the 

method would not only provide for a more efficient operation of the 

proposed state parks system, but it would also contribute to a con

trolled fulfillment of the system's proposed long-range plan through 

jtidleious use of the additional acquisition factor ( F ^ ) . 

Other than the coirection f.?.ctor (V^jj^ - C^ijk)* ^^^ method pos

sesses no Inherent characteristics that will make it function properly 

regardless of how it is used. The author has said repeatedly that 

alert, capable management is a prerequisite to the proper operation of 

the method. Likewise, the use of accurate data has been said to be a 

requisite for obtaining acceptable results frcmi the formulated method. 

If those two recjulrements are fulfilled, the result of the thesis is a 

workable means of controlling the yearly acquisition and development 

budgets of the proposed Texas State Parks System. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR TEXAS STATE PARKS* 

Recreation Parks 

1. Should provide for adequate non-urban recreational opportunity for 
a large nimiber of people. 

2. Should have recreation as a keynote, but should also have beautiful 
scenery and as much native area as possible. 

3. Minimum size should be 1,000 acres. 

4. Should bo located with regard to the population, no more distant 
than would be traveled by a "day user" of the park. 

5. Should provide only non-urban recreational activities. 

Scenic Parks 

1. Areas which best portray the natural processes that have formed the 
earth and its plant and animal life. 

2. Areas which portray some specific natural process so dramaticfiilly 
and interestingly as to be unique, or of sufficient state-wide in
terest. 

3. Areas remaining which best portray specific biological objects or 
ccmditlons. 

Historic Parks 

1. Areas should be of state-wide historical Interest and significance. 

2. History should dominate, but recreation and natiire represented. 

*Excerpt from Texas Technological College, Department of 
Horticulture and Paric Management, "Texas State Parks," p. 4. 
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3. Minimum size should be 400 acres. 

4. No two historic parks should commemorate the same feature, event, 
or person. 

Historic Sites 

1. Feature should be of state-wide historical interest and significance. 

2. Site should be large enoui^ to encompass the feature. 

3. Historical interpretation should be the only feature. 

4. Featixre should not duplicate that of a state historic park. 






